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DETAILED ACTION
In response to Amendment filed 03/17/2014 of which:

Claims 1-20 are cancelled.
Claims 21 -34 are added.
Claims 21-34 are pending for examination.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103
The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all
obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere 00., 383 U.S. 1, 148
USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

.‘hPONTL

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:
Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of
the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein
were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was
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not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to
consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)
prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).
Claims 21-34 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over
IEEE: "IEEE P802.16m/D6 May 2010 Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed and Mobile
Broadband Wireless Access System," in view of CHO et al. (US 2011/0090856 A1)
hereinafter "IEEE" and "Cho" respectively.

Regarding Claim 21, IEEE teaches A method for detecting coverage loss at
a base station (BS) (IEEE: chapter 16.2.26.1, coverage loss detection at ABS and

ABS’s behavior), the method comprising:
starting a coverage loss detection (CLD) timer (IEEE: chapter 16.2.26.1, first
paragraph, where For each AMS, the ABS shall maintain a timer. The timer starts upon
the completion of the initial network entry and is reset whenever the ABS receives any

data (e.g., MAC PDU or feedback information) from the AMS) for a subscriber station
(SS) (IEEE: chapter 16.2.26.1, i.e. said AMS);
on a condition that the CLD timer for the SS expires (IEEE: chapter

16.2.26.1, second paragraph, where Upon each expiration of the active_ABS_timer,
thus teaching the timer has the condition to expire; see also chapter 16.2.16):
allocating an uplink (UL) grant to the SS to enable identification of the

status of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.26.1, second paragraph, where the ABS shall
grant UL burst to the AMS);
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receiving an UL data burst from the SS via the allocated UL grant (IEEE:
chapter 16226.1, second paragraph, where the AMS shall transmit a MAC PDU with
data on the UL grant);

resetting the CLD timer for the SS based on the received UL data burst
from the SS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, paragraph 1, where the timer is reset whenever

the ABS receives any data (e.g. MAC PDU or feedback information) from the AMS);
and
sending a unicast ranging acknowledgement (RNG-ACK) to the SS (IEEE:

chapter 16.2.3.3, where the ABS sends a AAl-RNG-ACK to the AMS)... wherein the
unicast RNG-ACK enables the SS to reset a periodic ranging timer of the SS
(IEEE: chapter 16.2.16, paragraphs c) & d), where When an AMS receives an
unsolicited AAI_RNG-ACK message, it shall reset the periodic ranging timer and adjust

its PHY parameters as notified in the AAI_RNG-ACK message).
IEEE fails to explicitly teach the RNG-ACK message is sent based on the
received UL data burst from the SS as in the present application. However in an
analogous art, Cho teaches a handover ranging procedure is restarted if a UL_grant for
transmitting an AAI_RNG-ACK message, which includes the corresponding ranging
preamble code in a ranging opportunity to which the mobile station has transmitted the

ranging preamble code, fails to be received before the time set on the T3 timer expires
(Cho: paragraphs 0091-0095). Thus Cho similarly teaches restarting a handover

ranging timer or periodic ranging timer based on received UL transmissions.
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Accordingly, it would have been obvious at the time of the invention to have
incorporated the teachings of Cho with IEEE. It would have been prima facie obvious to
one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Cho with IEEE to reset the
periodic ranging timer on a condition of the UL burst being received to teach the present
application.

Regarding Claim 22, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective claim(s) as presented

above and further suggests wherein the CLD timer for the SS is started upon an
initial network entry of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, first paragraph, where timer

starts upon the completion of the initial network entry).

Regarding Claim 23, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective claim(s) as presented

above and further suggests wherein the CLD timer for the SS is started upon a
network reentry of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, first paragraph, where timer starts
upon the completion of network reentry).

Regarding Claim 24, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective claim(s) as presented
above and further suggests wherein the UL data burst includes identification
information of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, second paragraph, where the AMS

shall transmit a MAC PDU with data on the UL grant).
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Regarding Claim 25, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented
above and further suggests determining if an UL transmission parameter
adjustment is required (IEEE: chapter 16.2.16, paragraphs c) & d), where When an

AMS receives an unsolicited AAI_RNG-ACK message, it shall reset the periodic ranging
timer and adjust its PHY parameters as notified in the AAI_RNG-ACK message).

Regarding Claim 26, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented

above and further suggests on a condition that the CLD timer for the SS expires
during a scanning interval of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.26.1, second paragraph,

where Upon each expiration of the active_ABS_timer, thus teaching the timer has the
condition to expire; see also chapter 16.2.16): deferring allocating an uplink (UL)
grant to the SS to identify the status of the SS to a next available interleaving
interval of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.26.1, paragraph 3, where in sleep mode, ABS
may grant the UL burst at the listening window which is the nearest to the point of
active_ABS_timer’s expiration).

Regarding Claim 27, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented
above and further suggests detecting the next available interleaving interval of the
SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.17.2.6.2 sleep operation with reception of transmissions, where
The AMS is made aware of when it needs to be listening in order to receive these
transmissions via specific signaling related to the broadcast/multicast transmission).
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Regarding Claim 28, IEEE teaches A base station (BS) configured to detect
coverage loss (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, coverage loss detection at ABS and ABS’s
behavior), the BS comprising: a coverage loss detection (CLD) timer (IEEE: chapter

16.2.261, first paragraph, where For each AMS, the ABS shall maintain a timer. The
timer starts upon the completion of the initial network entry and is reset whenever the

ABS receives any data (e.g., MAC PDU or feedback information) from the AMS)
capable of being started for a subscriber station (SS) (IEEE: chapter 16.2.261, i.e.
said AMS);
a transmitter configured to allocate an uplink (UL) grant to the SS to enable

identification of the status of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.261, second paragraph,
where the ABS shall grant UL burst to the AMS, thus teaching the necessary
transmitting component to transmit to the AMS);
a receiver configured to receive an UL data burst from the SS via the

allocated UL grant (IEEE: chapter 16.2.261, second paragraph, where the AMS shall
transmit a MAC PDU with data on the UL grant, thus teaching the necessary receiving
component to receive information transmitted by the AMS);
a processor configured to reset the CLD timer for the SS based on the
received UL data burst from the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.261, paragraph 1, where the
timer is reset whenever the ABS receives any data (e.g. MAC PDU or feedback
information) from the AMS, thus teaching the necessary processing component to reset
the timer); and
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the transmitter further configured to send a unicast ranging
acknowledgement (RNG-ACK) to the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.3.3, where the ABS
sends a AAI-RNG-ACK to the AMS)... wherein the unicast RNG-ACK enables the SS
to reset a periodic ranging timer of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.16, paragraphs c) &
d), where When an AMS receives an unsolicited AAI_RNG-ACK message, it shall reset
the periodic ranging timer and adjust its PHY parameters as notified in the AAI_RNGACK message).

IEEE fails to explicitly teach the RNG-ACK message is sent based on the
received UL data burst from the SS as in the present application. However in an
analogous art, Cho teaches a handover ranging procedure is restarted if a UL_grant for
transmitting an AAI_RNG-ACK message, which includes the corresponding ranging
preamble code in a ranging opportunity to which the mobile station has transmitted the

ranging preamble code, fails to be received before the time set on the T3 timer expires
(Cho: paragraphs 0091-0095). Thus Cho similarly teaches restarting a handover

ranging timer or periodic ranging timer based on received UL transmissions.
Accordingly, it would have been obvious at the time of the invention to have
incorporated the teachings of Cho with IEEE. It would have been prima facie obvious to
one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Cho with IEEE to reset the
periodic ranging timer on a condition of the UL burst being received to teach the present
application.
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Regarding Claim 29, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented

above and further suggests wherein the CLD timer for the SS is started upon an
initial network entry of the MS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, first paragraph, where where

timer starts upon the completion of the initial network entry).

Regarding Claim 30, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented

above and further suggests wherein the CLD timer for the MS is started upon a
network reentry of the MS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, first paragraph, where timer

starts upon the completion of network reentry).

Regarding Claim 31, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented
above and further suggests wherein the UL data burst includes identification
information of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, second paragraph, where the AMS

sha|| transmit a MAC PDU with data on the UL grant).

Regarding Claim 32, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented
above and further suggests wherein the processor is further configured to
determine if an UL transmission parameter adjustment is required (IEEE: chapter
16.2.16, paragraphs c) & d), where When an AMS receives an unsolicited AAI_RNGACK message, it shall reset the periodic ranging timer and adjust its PHY parameters

as notified in the AAI_RNG-ACK message).
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Regarding Claim 33, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented
above and further suggests wherein the transmitter is further configured to defer

allocating an uplink (UL) grant to the SS to identify the status of the SS to a next
available interleaving interval of the SS on a condition that the CLD timer for the
SS expires during a scanning interval of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16226.1, paragraph
3, where in sleep mode, ABS may grant the UL burst at the listening window which is
the nearest to the point of active_ABS_timer’s expiration).

Regarding Claim 34, IEEE-Cho teaches the respective c|aim(s) as presented
above and further suggests wherein the receiver is further configured to detect the
next available interleaving interval of the SS (IEEE: chapter 16.2.17.2.6.2 sleep
operation with reception of transmissions, where The AMS is made aware of when it

needs to be listening in order to receive these transmissions via specific signaling
related to the broadcast/multicast transmission).

REMARKS: Examiner has cited particular chapters and/or paragraphs in the

reference as applied to the claims above for the convenience of the applicant. Although
the specified citations are representative of the teachings of the art and are applied to

the specific limitations within the individual claim, other passages and figures may apply
as well. It is respectfully requested of the applicant, in preparing responses, to fully
consider the references in entirety as potentially teaching all or part of the claimed
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invention, as well as the context of the passage as taught by the prior art or disclosed
by the Examiner.

Response to Arguments
Applicant’s arguments with respect to newly added claims 21 -34 have been

considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion
The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. See PTO-892.
THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time
policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).
A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE
MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within
TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the
shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of
the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.
Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to NAJEEB ANSARI whose telephone number is (571 )270-
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5446. The examiner can normally be reached on IFP Monday thru Thursday 10:00 2:00 EST.
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s
supervisor, ASAD NAWAZ can be reached on (571) 272-3988. The fax phone number
for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.
Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the
Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for
published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.
For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should
you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a
USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information
system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.

/NAJEEB ANSARI/
Examiner, Art Unit 2468

/MELANIE JAGANNATHAN/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2468

